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Ranker to Shavetail 

Col John C. McKAY, USMC (Ret) 

[Two articles in the January-February 2022 issue of Shipmate1 piqued my interest.  “On the Brink: Alumni 
Remember the Cuban Missile Crisis 60 Years Later” because I was a ranker in the military response to the 1962 
Cuban Missile Crisis; and “Prior Enlisted: Enriching the Academy Experience” because I received my appointment 
to the U. S. Naval Academy from the ranks of the U. S. Marine Corps. Of course, in writing from memory one 
confronts the riddle of experience versus memory. It can be argued that humans in general are susceptible to this 
“cognitive trap.”2] 

Less than two years out of leaving beloved Perú, aged 17 years, I enlisted in the Marine Corps. The mandatory 
parental consent, required of those under 18 years of age, was secured through a bit of skullduggery, in connivance 
with S/Sgt Kelley, the Marine Recruiter. Patriotism was not a prime impetus. A keen desire to distance myself from 
my father, strike out on my own, and to gain admittance to the U. S. Naval Academy, were. 

I shipped to Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, three days after graduating from high school in 1962. Leon 
Uris’ Battle Cry superficially acquainted me with the rigors and travails of Marine Corps boot camp, certainly not 
for the physical or emotional challenges. I was fortunate, if that’s the correct word, in being assigned to Platoon 142, 
First Recruit Training Battalion, under Senior Drill Instructor, S/Sgt R. G. Thomas, USMC. Less than three weeks 
into recruit training, prior the Platoon departing for marksmanship training at Camp Mathews,3 CA, with some 
trepidation, I informed S/Sgt Thomas of my intent to seek admission to the Naval Academy from the ranks via a 
Secretary of Navy Appointment.   

Standing at attention before his field desk, eyes straight ahead, i. e. “in the boat,” I perceived within my lower vision 
a slight nod of a head, which immediately gave forth in hardly an audible,“Get the (heck) out of my hootch, screw!”  
Below are the five gentlemen who ensured my graduation from USMC Boot Camp. 

 
1 The official alumni magazine of the United States Naval Academy. See volume 85, No. 1. 
2 See https://www.npr.org/2013/11/29/182676143/how-do-experiences-become-memories and 
https://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_kahneman_the_riddle_of_experience_vs_memory, accessed 03/18/2022. 

3 Camp Calvin B. Matthews or Marine Corps Rifle Range Camp Matthews or Marine Corps Rifle Range, La Jolla (prior to World War II) 
or more simply Camp Matthews was a United States Marine Corps military base from 1917 until 1964, when the base was decommissioned and 
transferred to the University of California to be part of the new University of California, San Diego (UCSD) campus. Over a million Marine 
recruits as well as other shooters (such as Marines stationed at Miramar) received their marksmanship training at this military base. Camp 
Matthews was located in La Jolla, San Diego, California. The base's eastern boundary was present-day Regents Road. Its northern boundary was 
present-day Voigt Drive (formerly Old Miramar Road) and Matthews Lane and extended westward to Gilman Drive (formerly Coast Highway), 
which was its western boundary. The base's southern boundary was near present-day La Jolla Village Drive and a "panhandle" extended 
southward along what is today Interstate 5 and extended past present-day Nobel Drive.[1] United States Army base Camp Callan was to the west 
of Camp Matthews. The Marine base at Miramar was about 3 miles (4.8 km) east of Camp Matthews. Source: https://www.wander.am/travel/san-
diego-57/places/camp-calvin-b-matthews-181512.en.html, accessed 03/21/2022.   

 

https://www.npr.org/2013/11/29/182676143/how-do-experiences-become-memories
https://www.ted.com/talks/daniel_kahneman_the_riddle_of_experience_vs_memory
https://www.wander.am/travel/san-diego-57/places/camp-calvin-b-matthews-181512.en.html
https://www.wander.am/travel/san-diego-57/places/camp-calvin-b-matthews-181512.en.html
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Commencing the second week at Camp Matthews, on the first day of live-fire, I was shooting in the off-hand 
position from the 200-meter firing line. The second round impacted almost off the target silhouette, high in the right-
hand corner. All of a sudden, I was beset from the rear on the right and left sides by two men in Smokey Bear hats.  
In an instant the three of us were melded into a sort of cojoined grotesquery. S/Sgt Thomas on the left and the 
Primary Marksmanship Instructor (PMI) on the right. Both were delivering painful kidney punches when S/Sgt 
Thomas loudly whispered a string of obscenities in my ear. I qualified “sharpshooter.” 
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Marine Corps Recruit Depot, San Diego, California, Platoon 142.  The author is at top row, second from the left. 

 

The author, age 17, at MCRD, San Diego, 1962 

Following graduation from the Recruit Depot we were bused to MCB Camp Pendleton, CA, and joined “Bravo” 
Company, First Infantry Training Regiment (ITR), at San Onofre, Camp Pendleton. At the tail end of ITR training, 
we received assignment orders. I was ordered to report to 1st Field Artillery Group (1st FAG), Force Troops, Fleet 
Marine Force (FMF), Pacific, MCB Twenty-nine Palms, CA. Today, the Marine Corps base at Twenty-nine Palms, 
CA is referred to as the Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center, Twentynine Palms. It was mid- August 1962. In 
early September while on 30 days “boot” leave I received a telephone call from Marine Corps authorities ordering 
me to report to the new unit immediately. Vaguely aware that there was something going on with Cuba, I reported as 
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ordered. A high, yet subdued, level of activity was evident throughout the base. Along with the other “snuffies” – 
new arrivals – I was set to work re-stripping camouflage nets used to hide the batteries’ guns. A thanklessly tedious 
task in the high-desert sun. Intermittently, all hands would load two and a half and five-ton trucks. The towed 
howitzers would be hitched last, to convoy to the U. S. Naval Station, Coronado, CA, for embarkation onto U. S. 
Navy amphibius ships. Sometime during the last third of September a large contingent of the battery’s personnel 
were notified we would embark on ships of the amphibious convoy. We were to be attached to the Eleventh Marine 
Regiment – 11th Marines, - the artillery regiment of the 1st Marine Division out of Camp Pendleton. Rumors 
proliferated we were going to make an amphibious landing in Cuba. I had yet to turn 18 years old. 

We transited the Panamá Canal under blackout – it seemed everything was done under blackout. I only later learned 
that the canal authorities were made to give priority of transit to U. S. military shipping. Morale remained high. It 
was as though we were on some Sunday lark. That changed after we cleared Colón, Panamá, into the Caribbean Sea.  
We, at least the enlisted personnel, were unaware of President Kennedy’s 22 October 1962, speech to the nation on 
the Cuban situation.   

Once out of sight from land fall all hands, i. e., all Marines, were mustered topside – we were embarked on an LST – 
and told we were to go below to the tank deck, where the embarked artillery pieces (towed 105mm howitzers) were 
and break out the artillery ammunition and load it into the “gun trucks”. 4 In the memorable words of the renown 
British lexicographer Samuel Johnson, “Depend upon it, Sir, when a man knows he is to be hanged in a fortnight, it 
concentrates his mind wonderfully.”  

Fortunately, the envisaged amphibious landings by the 1st Marine Division at Tarará Beach, less than 15 kilometers 
east of Havana, was never executed.5 Both designated landing sites at Muriel and Tarará Beach had been targeted by 
Soviet Forces (USSR Group of Forces)6 in Cuba with tactical nuclear weapons. The latter consisted of the short-
range Luna (FROGS in NATO/U. S. military parlance) missile, and the more powerful FKR cruise missile.7  
Further, at variance with normal Soviet nuclear-release authority doctrine, the Soviet commanding general in Cuba, 
Issa Pliyev, could de facto have ended up with local release authority.8         

I was not aware until much later how and exactly when the United States and Russia came to a negotiated 
settlement, much to the chagrin of Cuba.9 All I recall was a lot of sailing around with no definite idea what we were 
about. Upon return to Twenty-nine Palms a bunch of us “newbies” were re-assigned to the 1st Light Antiaircraft 
Missile Battalion (1st LAAM Battalion – HAWK missiles), MCB Twenty-nine Palms.10 I was assigned to the 

 
4 Doctrinally 105mm artillery howitzer ammunition to include semi-fixed canisters with powder charges, projectiles, and fuses is not broken out 
and distributed (from the “gun truck”, the prime mover for towed artillery) to howitzer sections until ashore and target engagement is 
imminent.  With the 105mm howitzer the rounds come semi-fixed, two rounds in a wooden box, fuses separately in a fuse box.  Different types 
of fuses were in their own separate boxes.     
5 Michael Dobbs, One Minute to Midnight: Kennedy, Khrushchev, and Castro on the Brink of Nuclear War (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2008), pp. 
179-180: “The invasion plan called for 23,000 men of the 82nd and 101st Airborne divisions to capture four airports in the Havana area, including 
the main international airport. While the paratroopers seized the enemy’s rear, the Marines and 1st Armored Division would launch a pincer 
movement around Havana, cutting off the capital from the missile sites.  The scale of the overall operation was comparable to the D-Day 
landings in Normandy in June 1944.  A total of eight divisions, around 120,000 troops, would go into action across a forty-mile front from the 
port of Mariel to Tarará beach, east of Havana.  The force that landed in Normandy on D-Day numbered around 150,000 troops along a fifty-
mile front.”      
6 Serhii Plokhy, Nuclear Folly: The Cuban Missile Crisis (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2021), pp. 1-2, 115-119, and 165-166.  Michael 
Dobbs, One Minute to Midnight: Kennedy, Khrushchev, and Castro on the Brink of Nuclear War (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2008), pp. 
7 Dobbs, p. 80, passim. There were two FKR regiments in Cuba.  Each regiment held forty nuclear warheads and eight cruise missile launchers. 
One regiment was in western Cuba, not too distant from Mariel and Tarará Beach.  The other regiment was in eastern Cuba confronting USNS 
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba.  See also, Svetlana Savranskaya, Cuba Almost Became a Nuclear Power in 1962, 
https://foreignpolicy.com/2012/10/10/cuba-almost-became-a-nuclear-power-in-1962/, accessed 03/24/2022.  
8 Dobbs, 179; 248-9; 266; 381n.  Plokhy, xvii; 144; 190; 240; 330.  
9 Dobbs, xiii; 190-4.  Plokhy, 319-25; 354-55. 
10 The 1st LAAM Bn was activated in May 1960, officially replacing the 1st 75mm Antiaircraft Artillery Battalion.  Originally 1st LAAM Bn., 
consisted of a Headquarter and Service (H&S) battery and four firing batteries.  When I joined 1st LAAM Bn. In 1963, the battalion consisted of 
an H&S battery, and three firing batteries.   

https://foreignpolicy.com/2012/10/10/cuba-almost-became-a-nuclear-power-in-1962/
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“Charlie” Battery, 1st LAAM.  I was again fortunate in subsequently being appointed the battery CO’s (Capt Charles 
Keith, USMCR (deceased)) driver. The latter assignment put me in close working contact with the battery 1st 
Sergeant (1st Sergeant Don Schott, USMC (deceased)).11 I made known to both gentlemen my desire to apply to the 
Secretary of the Navy for an appointment from the ranks to the U. S. Naval Academy. I enjoyed overwhelming 
support from the Battalion Commander (LtCol Gordon D. McPherson, USMC), the Battalion Sergeant Major 
(SgtMaj Dindio, USMC (deceased), the last Marine Corps NCO I witnessed carrying an NCO swagger stick – which 
he was not adverse to using for other than mere uniform accoutrement), and in particular from the CO of  “Alpha” 
Battery, 1st LAAM, 1st Lieutenant Richard Madden, USMC (deceased). Lt. Madden was a USNA graduate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
11 1st Sergeant Scott was one of those rare, enlisted men awarded the Legion of Merit with Combat V, as a Corporal, for his heroic actions at the 
battle at Chosin Reservoir during the Korean War. 
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Photo of author (standing), MCB 29 Palms, CA, 1963 

 

Lance Corporal McKAY, mother and “Red,” March 1963 
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I received orders to the Naval Academy Preparatory School, at USNTC Bainbridge, Maryland, in August 1963. 

 

 

 

 

Article from MCB Twenty-nine Palms newspaper “Observation Post.” 
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The mission of the Naval Academy Preparatory School (NAPS), which has existed in various guises since 1915, is 
to academically prepare enlisted Marines and sailors to competitively vie for an appointment to the U. S. Naval 
Academy.  During my time at NAPS the school was situated on the former campus of the Tome School for Boys, 
separate, almost isolated, from the training center’s other facilities, functions, activities and personnel.  From the 
high bluffs above the small Maryland town of Port Deposit the campus allowed a stunning, east-shore view of the 
broad, picturesque Susquehanna River. ‘NAPSters’ retained their services’ uniforms, were organized as a battalion 
comprising two companies of sailors and a company of Marines, billeted respectfully in Jackson, Madison, and 
Harrison Houses.  Beautiful Memorial Hall was the center piece of NAPS.  Memorial Hall provided premises for 
academic activities as well as NAPS’ command and administrative staff.  Sadly, it was fire-gutted in 2014 and not 
restored. 

 

Memorial Hall, 1963 
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LCdr P. A. Stark, Jr., USN, was officer-in-charge. Capt. T. M. Stokes, USMC (deceased) was the Battalion Officer, 
Lt. J. Sabater, USMC (deceased) was 1st Company (Marines) Officer, Capt. W. R. Huf, USMC (deceased) was 2nd 
Company (sailors) Officer, Lt (JG) F. C. Marcalus, USN, was the 3rd Company (sailors) Officer.  I subsequently 
served with all three of the below Marine Corps officers.

 

 

LCDR Peter A. Stark, Jr., USN, OIC NAPS 
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Capt. T. M. Stokes, USMC, NAPS Battalion Officer 

  

NAPS Company Officers/Staff: (l-r) Capt W. R. Huf, USMC, 2nd Company; 1st Lt J. Sabater, USMC, 1st Company: 
Lt (jg) F. C. Marcalus, USNR, 3rd Company; and, Ens. A. Gregory, USNR, First Lieutenant. 

The locale of NAPS in 1963-64, was idyllic as well as ideal for its focused purpose.   I found the academics well 
chosen and well taught.  The academic staff was active-duty naval officers with a good grounding in the subjects 
presented, the goal being, of course, the student’s preparation to achieve a completive SAT score for acceptance to 
the U. S. Naval Academy.  At the time NAPS was definitely not grooming excellent athletes from sources other than 
specifically from the naval services’ enlisted ranks for the Naval Academy; the mission focus was on grooming 
potential officer material for commissioning into the United States Naval service.  Maintaining service distinction 
was not only healthy but fostered a unique esprit.  I am of the decided opinion that whatever homogenization might 
be needed would be done quite adequately at the Naval Academy.  Further, for whatever reason a sailor or Marine 
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might not complete the course of instruction at NAPS, he – today it would be “he or she” – would revert to their 
service of origin to complete whatever remained on their enlisted contract. 

    

Lance Corporal McKAY, student at NAPS, 1964. 

Beautiful Memorial Hall suffered extensive internal fire damage in 2014.  Fifty-one years prior, in December 1963, 
myself and two close friends, PFC Richard P. Red, USMC, and PFC William W. Wishard, USMC, inadvertently 
came very close to immolating the Marines’ billeting quarters, the classic Harrison House.  Per our daily week-day 
routine, the NAPS battalion in uniform formation marched the three quarters of a mile from the NAPS campus to the 
Navy Mess Hall at the main facility.  We were allowed to straggle back to the NAPS campus.  On a particularly cold 
evening just before the Christmas leave period, the Marines and sailors got into a regular donnybrook while 
returning to campus.  I took a well-landed punch to the nose – I was convinced it was broken - resulting in much 
blood.  I wasn’t alone in shedding blood.  As the chaotic melee staggered back onto the NAPS campus everyone’s 
dander was well tuned.  Reaching their dormitories in Jackson and Madison Houses the sailors rousted their 
compatriots for an all-out assault on Harrison House.  In the ensuing brawl, the navy fellows in pea-coats, the 
Marines in various stages of winter dress, the Marines were driven into Harrison House. We barricaded the main 
entrance and moved to the second deck.  Unable to breach the front entrance the navy chaps began climbing the 
outdoor staircase to the second deck veranda (see photo below).  Richard and I, clearly the leaders of the ‘defense’ - 
shortly thereafter joined by Bill Wishard - in an instance began running out the second-deck fire hose.  As Richard 
rushed forth, nozzle in hand, to the door to the veranda, I eagerly stood by – still bleeding - for the signal to spin the 
“on” valve.  With the brittlely dry-canvas fire hose lying along more than three quarters of second-deck floor 
Richard raised his arm, I opened the valve.  Water gushed, from nozzle and from the length of the deck-prone hose.  
The assaulting sailors, ten to twelve on the staircase, on the cusp of administering the glorious coup de grâce, were 
swept from the scene as in some Hollywood block buster. 

During the ‘action’ the lights sputtered and went out; in the glee of what we had achieved – “high fives” weren’t in 
vogue then – we detected wisps of smoke coming up from the floorboards; the distant sound of sirens registered.  
Then we were awash with firemen and Shore Party personnel. 

LCDR Stark, USN, mustered all Marines on the darkened quarter-deck (ground floor foyer inside the main 
entrance), water dripping on all assembled.  In a poorly posed image of Lord Nelson, I couldn’t decide whether the 
good OIC resembled Captain Bligh or CDR Quigly. Obviously incensed, he demanded those responsible step 
forward and identify themselves, otherwise he would cancel Christmas leave for all Marines.  Much to the credit of 
those Marines present no one moved or spoke.  Loyalty can be a most endearing trait.     
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Harrison House, Fall 1963, where the NAPS USMC Company was billeted. 

 

 

                                           PFC Richard P. Red, USMC -- PFC William W. Wishard, USMC  

Cohorts in Crime12 

 
12 Both Richard and Bill were accepted into the Naval Academy with the Class of ’68. Bill fell in love and resigned to 
get married; Richard did so well at Annapolis he was asked to stay an additional year. He graduated with the Class 
of ’69 as Anchor Man.  Sadly, both have passed.  They were gentlemen of the first order and superb Marines. 
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L/Cpl McKAY receiving letter of acceptance to the USNA from LCDR Stark, USN, OIC NAPS 

Postscript 

I graduated USNA, and was commissioned a Second Lieutenant of Marines, with the Class of ’68.  My classmate 
\\Oliver – Ollie – P. North and I were the only officers of our class who gave up graduation leave to get to Vietnam. 
We were both wounded twice.  It took some of the finest medical personal two and a half years to put me back 
together.  I was, despite the loss of the eye and other serious injuries, returned to full duty as an officer of USMC 
infantry in March 1972. Photo of 1st Lt. John C. McKAY, USMC, Marine Barracks, Treasure Island, April 1972. 

 


